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a b s t r a c t

The planning accuracy of charged particle therapy (CPT) is subject to the accuracy of stopping power (SP)
estimation. In this study, we propose a method of deriving a pseudo-triple-energy CT (pTECT) that can be
achievable in the existing dual-energy CT (DECT) systems for better SP estimation. In order to remove the
direct effect of errors in CT values, relative CT values according to three scanning voltage settings were
used. CT values of each tissue substitute phantomwere measured to show the non-linearity of the values
thereby suggesting the absolute difference and ratio of CT values as parameters for SP estimation.
Electron density, effective atomic number (EAN), mean excitation energy and SP were calculated based
on these parameters. Two of conventional methods were implemented and compared to the proposed
pTECT method in terms of residuals, absolute error and root-mean-square-error (RMSE). The proposed
method outperformed the comparison methods in every evaluation metrics. Especially, the estimation
error for EAN and mean excitation using pTECT were converging to zero. In this proof-of-concept study,
we showed the feasibility of using three CT values for accurate SP estimation. Our suggested pTECT
method indicates potential clinical utility of spectral CT imaging for CPT planning.
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Charged particle beam therapy field is rapidly growing in both
technological and clinical aspects worldwide for its physical and
biological advantages over photon therapy [1,2]. Charged particle
therapy uses heavy particles such as protons, neutrons, and helium
or carbon ions exploiting their high linear energy transfer (LET)
characteristics [3]. Peculiar depth-dose characteristics of energetic
charged particle represented by Bragg's peak [4] provide the major
physical advantage for cancer therapy with their efficient dose
coverage of the target tumor and marginal exit dose [5].

In order to make the best use of Bragg's peak, it is crucial to
precisely control the range of the beamwhich depends not only on
the beam characteristics but also on the physical properties of the
target human body [6]. One of the main challenges in charged
particle therapy is the treatment planning uncertainty [7,8]. For the
treatment planning, tomographic information of stopping power
(SP) of human body is necessary. SP is dependent on electron
Quantum Engineering, Korea
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density, effective atomic number (EAN), and mean excitation en-
ergy of the tissues. In general, single-energy x-ray computed to-
mography (CT) is used for estimating the tomographic information
of SP for the human body. One of the most popularly used methods
for converting the Hounsfield Unit (HU), i.e., CT number, to SP for
particle therapy was proposed in 1996 by Schneider [9], which is
still in active use in most clinical sites. This method uses a stoi-
chiometric calibration, which models the dependence of the
photon attenuation as a function of the atomic number of the
elemental composition of tissue substitutes with their known
chemical composition. This conventional method correlates the CT
numbers in a one-to-one manner to the particle's stopping powers
via the so-called Hounsfield look-up table (HLUT).

However, conventional single-energy CT (SECT) uses an x-ray
tube that generates photon beam with a broad spectrum of en-
ergies. The polychromatic photons induce image artifacts, although
artifacts correction is made to a certain degree, in the reconstructed
CT images possibly making it difficult to estimate the SP [10]. Also,
the fundamental physical differences in the interactions of photons
and charged particles with matters introduce errors for estimating
SP directly from SECT [11].
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In an effort to overcome this, a variety of CT-based methods have
been developed including dual-energy CTbased approaches formore
accurate SP estimation for treatment planning of particle therapy
[12e19]. It is consistently reported that the DECT outperforms the
HLUT-based conventional SECT in predicting the electron density
relative to water (ED) regardless of the algorithms. However, pre-
dicting themean excitation energy still has room to be improved and
it is noted that ED and mean excitation energy are both critically
important for calculating SP via the Bethe's formula [20].

While DECT has been increasingly investigated for various
clinical uses, spectral photon-counting CT (SPCCT) is under an
active research and development with its potential to be a game-
changer for clinical CT [21]. SPCCT uses photon counting de-
tectors, which count the number of incoming photons and
measure each of their energies unlike the conventional energy-
integrating detectors. SPCCT has been reported to yield higher
spatial resolution, less imaging artifact, and improved contrast-
to-noise ratio [22]. Even though considerably high cost of
SPCCT is a main impediment for adopting the technology widely
to the clinics yet, SPCCT is considered to be the future of clinical
CT and expected to provide better solution to reducing the range
uncertainties for charged particle therapy planning as well. To
our knowledge, there is no study of using SPCCT with its
multiple-energy resolving power for charged particle therapy
planning.

Unlike photon-based imaging, particle imaging such as proton
CT provides direct calculation of particle stopping power and is
under active research for the past decade. Among particle imaging
methods, proton imaging is themost promising, multiple prototype
system available worldwide in research institutions [23,24,25].
However, the limited image quality of proton CTcompared to the X-
ray CT due to Coulomb scattering hinders the fast translation of
proton CT to clinical setup. Helium imaging is also considered a
complement to photon-based imaging, yet is in the early phase of
research only [26].

As SPCCT is not yet ready for its routine use in the treatment
planning in charged particle therapy but is of great potential, we
wanted to provide a bridging study that motivates use of multi-
energy imaging capability of the SPCCT in the future. In this
study, we show the feasibility of a pseudo-triple energy CT
(pTECT) imaging for estimating more accurate SP for charged
particle therapy planning than DECT. Pseudo-TECT uses a com-
mercial DECT system and acquires an additional single-energy CT
image from a separate scan on top of the dual-energy images thus
comprising triple-energy setting. The x-ray energy spectra of the
aforementioned triple-energy setting would have intrinsic over-
lap each other unlike the ideal energy-bin based spectral sepa-
ration in SPCCT. Therefore, we named the scanning approach used
in this work a pseudo-triple energy CT. There could be a concern
on the additional patient imaging dose due to double-scan.
However, we would like to note that the double-scan based
pTECT acquisition is a preliminary way for acquiring triple energy
CT, and can be replaced by a single-scan multiple-energy CT such
as photon-counting detector (PCD) CT when its technology be-
comes mature. The performance of SP estimation by use of the
pTECT is compared to those of conventional SECT and DECT based
SP estimations.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Phantom

For the validation experiment, Gammex 467, a tissue
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characterization phantom, was used. Gammex 467 phantom con-
sists of a solid water disk with its size of approximately an average
pelvis (33 cm) and multiple tissue substitute rods. A matrix of
sixteen holes in the disk have rods of tissue-simulating materials
including solid water, lung, adipose, breast, and bone. The ED,
physical density, and expected CT number of the materials in the
phantom are provided by the vendor.
2.2. Pseudo-triple energy CT image acquisition

For CT image acquisition, tube voltage settings of 80/140 kVp
without a filter and 80/150 kVp with a tin filter for 150 kVp using
SOMATOM Force, a dual-energy CT scanner by Siemens Healthi-
neers, were used. Among these four sets of CT images, three images
from 80, 140 and 150 (with a tin filter) kVp were used to demon-
strate the validity of the proposed method.

The CT number of a single material may vary according to the
scanning conditions especially including the x-ray tube voltage
(Please see Fig. 1). For example, a rod of cortical bone substitute in
the phantom is known to have CT numbers of 1602.0, 1360.6, 1188.6
and 1092.0 at 80, 100, 120 and 140 kVp scanning conditions
respectively (Table 1). This difference in CT numbers is not linear to
the tube voltage, nor has a clear tendency. Indeed, the nonlinear
response of the CT number to the tube voltage can be used for
material decomposition, or for identifying the ED, EAN and mean
excitation energy as is done in this work.

Experimental setup and the CT image slice of the phantom are
shown in Fig. 2. Among sixteen human tissue substitute rods of the
Gammex 467, five of them are solid waters and identical to the
phantom disk. Therefore, there are twelve different tissue
mimicking rods and physical properties of each material are sum-
marized in Table 2, which came from the user guide book of
Gammex 467 and Table 1 from Bourque's paper (2014) [15]. In order
to measure CT number of each material experimentally in this
work, a volume-of-interest (VOI) composed of 10 � 10 � 10 voxels
of each rod was selected in the reconstructed image domain and an
averaged CT value of the VOI was used (Fig. 2B). Hence, we have
three sets of CT numbers for twelve tissues, CTL ¼ fCT1L ; CT2L ;…;

CT12L g, CTM ¼ fCT1M ; CT2
M ;…; CT12M g, and CTH ¼ fCT1H;CT2

H ;…;CT12H g
where the subscript letters L, M and H denote the low, medium, and
high tube voltages (80, 140 and 150 kVp respectively from DECT
scanning in this paper) and the superscript numbers from 1 to 12
denote different tissue substitutes of the phantom. We would like
to note that we use the reduced CT number, as defined in the
following, throughout the paper and also introduce difference pa-
rameters, D1 and D2, as following for each material:

CTreduced ¼
CTmeasured þ 1000

1000
(1)

D1 ¼
CTL � CTM
CTM � CTH

(2)

D2 ¼CTM � CTH (3)

The parameters, D1 and D2; will be used as inputs for calculating
ED and EAN.

For the SECTscanning, x-ray tubeenergyof 140kVpbySOMATOM
Sensation Open by Siemens Healthineers was used to demonstrate
Schneider's method. For the DECT scanning, 80/150 kVp with a tin
filter setting, that was used in the pTECT scan, was employed.



Fig. 1. CT numbers of rod materials according to the x-ray tube voltages as measured with a GE CT/iTM scanner by the Gammex 467 phantom manufacturer. The difference in CT
numbers for each material is not linear to different tube voltages nor has clear relation to it.

Table 1
CT number of cortical bone substitute rod by Gammex 467. Given CT numbers of the
tissue substitutes are given by the manufacturer measured with a GE CT/i™ scanner.

X-ray tube energy in kVp 80 100 120 140
CT number of Cortical Bone 1602.0 1360.6 1188.6 1092.0

Fig. 2. (A) Scanning of Gammex 467 phantom using SOMATOM Force by Siemens
Healthineers. (B) Reconstructed image of the phantom. The red box indicates the voxel
selection example for calculating measured CT number for each rod. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Table 2
Physical properties of Gammex 467 materials provided by the manufacturer and
Table 1 of A.E. Bourque's paper (2014).

Rod Name (Abbreviation) rrele
Zref Iref

SB3 Cortical Bone (CortB) 1.69 13.51 104.5
BRN-SR2 Brain (Brain) 1.04 6.04 63.5
AP6 Adipose (Adipose) 0.93 6.17 66.6
CB2 Resin 50% CaCO3 (CB2 50) 1.47 12.4 93.2
CB2 Resin 30% CaCO3 (CB2 30) 1.28 10.76 80.7
CT Solid Water (Water) 0.99 7.66 70.4
BR-12 Avg. Breast (Breast) 0.96 6.87 68.2
LN-300 Lung (Lung300) 0.29 7.55 73.9
IB Inner Bone (Inner Bone) 1.09 10.28 80.1
LV1 Liver (Liver) 1.06 7.66 70.3
B200 Bone Mineral (B200) 1.10 10.29 80.2
LN-450 Lung (Lung450) 0.44 7.52 73.8
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2.3. Basic physics for electron density, EAN, mean excitation energy
and SP

ðStopping PowerÞ¼ rrele
k0z2

b2

"
ln

 
2mec2b

2

I � �1� b2
�
!
� b2

#
(4)

According to the Bethe's formula, stopping power is propor-
tional to both electron density relative to water (ED), rrele , and
negative of logarithm of mean excitation energy, �lnðIÞ: Here, b, k0,
z, me, and c represent particle velocity relative to the speed of light
in vacuum, constant number 0.17045 MeV/cm, charge of the par-
ticle (e.g., 1 for proton beam), rest mass of the electron, and the
speed of light respectively. The ED and mean excitation energy,
which finally are used as inputs for Bethe's formula for SP predic-
tion, are calculated via polynomial fitting. The physical definition of
ED is:

re ¼ rmassNA

�
Z
A

�
eff

(5)

, where rmass and NA are mass density in g/cm3 and Avogadro's
constant in mol�1 respectively. The chemical composition is

�
Z
A

�
eff

¼
X
i

Pi

�
Zi
Ai

�
(6)

, where Pi indicates the fraction by weight of the i th element
(atomic number Zi with mass number Ai) in the material.

The electron density relative to water is calculated as following:

rrele ¼ re
rw

¼
rmass

�Z
A

�
med;eff

rmass;w
�
Z
A

�
w;eff

(7)

, where rw is electron density of water, and rmass;w is mass density
of water which is 1.

According to Schneider et al. (1996), who suggested stoichio-
metric calibration that is being used worldwide, for a given energy
spectrum, the attenuation coefficient of a mixture of elements
relative to water (mÞ can be calculated as following [9]:
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m¼ rrele

n
kphZ

3:62 þ kcohZ
1:86 þ kKN

o
(8)

, where the value of Zm is obtained from the known chemical
composition of medium with the following formula:

Zm ¼
"X

i

uiZ
m
i

#1
m

(9)

with m representing 3.62 or 1.86. The coefficients kph, kcoh and kKN
represent the cross-sections of photoelectric effect, coherent scat-
tering and incoherent scattering respectively. The value of ui is
determined by

ui ¼
Pi
�
Zi
Ai

�
�
Z
A

�
eff

(10)

Here, i considers each element of the material. By measuring the CT
number of each tissue substitutematerials with its known chemical
composition in the fixed energy setting, one can easily determine
the coefficients kph, kcoh and kKN using a linear regression fit.

2.4. Calculation of ED, EAN, mean excitation energy and SP

In this study, we use the parameters D1 and D2 for each material
which are defined above instead of using the CT numbers directly.
Given that the effective atomic number of a material is decided by
measured CT numbers in the end, we can simply express the effective
atomic number by means of polynomial expansion using D1 and D2:

Zmat ¼Dc (11)

, where Zmat is a vector consisting of EAN of each material, D is a
parametermatrix and c is a vector for polynomial coefficients. More
specifically, D is expressed by following:

D¼

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1 D1;1 D2
1;1/ Dl�1

1;1

1 D1;2 D2
1;1/Dl�1

1;2

«

1 D1;N D2
1;N/Dl�1

1;N

����������������

1 D2;1 D2
1;1/Dl�1

2;1

1 D2;2 D2
2;1/Dl�1

2;2

«

1 D2;N D2
2;N/Dl�1

2;N

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

(12)

, where D1;n and D2;n represent the rational and length parameters
for the material n defined in the pseudo-triple energy CT image
acquisition. In this study, we have twelve tissue substitutematerials
in the Gammex phantom, therefore N ¼ 12. Also, l represents the
accuracy level of polynomial expansion, which is empirically fixed
to 6 in this study. The polynomial coefficient vector c is defined by:

c¼

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

c1;1
c1;2
«

c1;l

c2;1
c2;2
«

c2;l

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA

(13)

Here, the vector c can be determined by least square solution using
the known values from the phantom:
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cz
�
DTD

��1
DTZphantom (14)

The matrix D is measured and the vector of EAN Zphantom is
known for the given phantom. Having the polynomial coefficient
vector, one can easily obtain the EAN Zmat using the formulae
above.

It is known that there exists a correlation between the mean
excitation energy (IÞ and EAN. However, there is no clear relation-
ship between the two for somemedia, especially for human tissues.
Therefore, we parametrize the I value as a function of the EAN for
our human tissue substitutes with a form of polynomial function as
follows:

I¼
8<
:

e1Z þ e2 for Z < Zmin
e3Z

3 þ e4Z
2 þ e5Z þ e6 for Zmin � Z � Zmax

e7Z þ e8 for Zmax < Z
(15)

In this equation, the third order polynomial in the middle is
determined by least squares fit using the known values of the
phantom and the other two linear expressions are determined to be
continuous with the third order polynomial in the middle,
assuming a linear form beyond threshold values Zmin and Zmax.

Similarly, the calculation of ED can be done in the pTECT
framework. As mentioned above, it is known that the electron
density relative to water is obtained from the effective atomic
number, thus correlated to the CT number. That is, the conventional
expression of electron density by Schneider can be rewritten by:

m¼ rrele

Xm
i¼1

kiZ
i�1 (16)

, where m and ki denote the highest order used in the polynomial
approximation and the expansion coefficients respectively. This can
be represented by matrix form as following:

m¼RZK (17)

, where m is a N � 1 column vector consisting of the measured
attenuation coefficients from different tissue substitute materials,
and R is a N � N diagonal matrix with given EDs from the phantom
information as following:

R¼

0
BBBBBBBBB@

rrele;1 0

0 rrele;2

/ 0
/ 0

« «

0 0

1 «

0 rrele;N

1
CCCCCCCCCA

(18)

Z is a polynomial expression of calculated EAN values Zmat:

Z¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 Zmat;1 Z2mat;1/ Zm�1
mat;1

1 Zmat;2 Z2mat;2/ Zm�1
mat;2

«

1 Zmat;N Z2mat;N/ Zm�1
mat;N

1
CCCCCCA

(19)

Finally, K is a column vector of polynomial coefficients ki:

K ¼

0
BB@

k1
k2
«
km

1
CCA (20)
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Again, we have twelve different tissue substitutes, so N ¼ 12.
The highest order used in the polynomial estimation m is deter-
mined to be 6 empirically. Here, the values for K can be determined
by least square solution:

Kz
�
ðRZÞTRZ

��1ðRZÞTm (21)

with the calculated Z and given R. Then, the equation to get
calculated R can be reformulated as:

R¼m/ZK (22)

, where operator / represents element-wise division of vectors.
Here, we have three different attenuation coefficients from three
energy spectra for each material, thereby resulting in three
different EDs for eachmaterial. We took an average of the three EDs
at the end.

2.5. Validation

For validation, residuals of ED, Z, mean excitation energy and SP
for each material were calculated as following:

residuali ð%Þ¼

���Varimeasured � Variref
���

Varref
� 100 (23)

, where Variref is the reference variable value calculated from the

known properties of the phantom material i and Varimeasured is the
estimated value from the measurement.

Absolute error and root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of all the
residuals derived from the proposed model were compared to
those from SECT and DECT methods.

Absolute errori ¼
���Varimeasured �Variref

��� (24)

RMSE¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

i¼1ðAbsolute erroriÞ2
N

s
(25)

3. Results

Measured CT numbers for the three tube voltage settings are
shown in Fig. 3. Materials of relatively low CT numbers show less
Fig. 3. Measurement of CT numbers for low, medium and high tube voltage settings
(80, 140 and 150 kVp in this study).
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variation in CT numbers against tube voltages. On the contrary, the
variation in CT numbers becomes large in relatively high density
objects. Measured CT numbers are compared to the vendor-
provided values from the phantom guide book for high (150 kVp)
and low (80 kVp) tube voltages as shown in Fig. 4. Materials with
low CT numbers show acceptable agreement between the
measured and the provided values. However, materials with high
CT numbers such as cortical bone and CB2 50 substantially deviate
from the vendor-provided values, which is mostly due to the
scanner specifics.

Overall, the estimated ED(rrele ), EAN(Z), mean excitation energy
and finally the SP values were consistently improved in the results
by the proposed method compared to the SECT and the DECT
methods as shown in Table 3. Estimated EANs especially have sig-
nificant improvement for most of materials showing average re-
siduals of 8.37%, 1.64% and 0.11% and the maximum residuals
25.92%, 6.85% and 0.63% for the SECT, DECT and pTECT methods,
respectively. Since the accuracy of mean excitation energy is largely
affected by that of EAN, the residuals for EANs propagate to the
those of mean excitation energies. On the other hand, the accuracy
of estimated EDs is slightly improved compared to the SECT and
DECT methods. High attenuation materials such as cortical bone
and CB2 Resin 50% CaCO3 are particularly subject to errors, showing
residuals of 0.02 and 0.20 for SECT and 0.06 and 0.06 for DECT,
respectively. However, the proposed method drastically reduces
the residuals to 0.007 and 0.02 for these materials.

Absolute error of EDs, EANs, mean excitation energies, and SPs
from the SECT, DECTand pTECTare summarized in Fig. 5 in the form
of a box plot. The pTECT method outperformed the others in the
entire estimated metrics in terms of both average and standard
deviation. Resulting RMSEs of stopping powers relative towater are
summarized in Table 4, indicating the decreased error from 1.1% to
0.1%e0.03% for SECT, DECT and pTECT, respectively.
4. Discussion

This paper shows the feasibility of using multi-energy-resolving
CT for estimating the stopping power more accurately for charged
particle therapy planning. We first showed that the SECT image has
Fig. 4. Comparison of vendor-provided and measured CT numbers for high (150 kVp)
and low(80 kVp) energy.



Table 3
Residuals of electron density relative towater (no unit, ED), atomic number (no unit, Z), mean excitation energy(eV, I) and stopping power (MeV/cm, SP) for SECT, DECTand our
proposed pTECT method.

SECT DECT pTECT (proposed)

material ED Z I SP material ED Z I SP material ED Z I SP

CortB 0.91 1.83 3.96 0.45 CortB 0.36 0.13 7.03 1.14 CortB 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02
Brain 1.38 25.92 18.00 3.17 Brain 0.20 4.76 1.10 0.32 Brain 0.65 0.00 1.55 0.48
Adipose 1.32 11.37 5.41 1.89 Adipose 0.84 0.41 6.38 0.13 Adipose 0.73 0.00 2.13 0.49
CB2 50 3.12 7.40 12.09 4.38 CB2 50 1.47 0.26 0.30 1.44 CB2 50 0.15 0.00 0.26 0.18
CB2 30 0.58 0.79 2.46 0.85 CB2 30 0.83 0.31 2.81 1.14 CB2 30 0.68 0.00 1.47 0.84
Water 0.37 0.94 1.97 0.15 Water 0.09 0.01 1.47 0.26 Water 0.67 0.00 3.43 0.28
Breast 0.09 3.84 5.98 0.55 Breast 0.56 1.08 3.85 0.14 Breast 0.16 0.00 1.92 0.37
Lung300 3.68 5.38 3.11 4.00 Lung300 2.57 1.89 0.09 2.58 Lung300 3.17 0.00 0.97 3.06
Inner Bone 5.40 14.11 2.83 5.74 Inner Bone 0.51 0.19 1.07 0.63 Inner Bone 0.49 0.00 0.68 0.57
Liver 0.46 3.69 8.33 0.43 Liver 0.85 3.31 8.20 0.02 Liver 1.06 0.00 4.77 0.54
B200 5.19 13.22 2.79 5.53 B200 1.08 0.45 1.12 1.20 B200 0.20 0.00 0.75 0.29
Lung450 1.40 11.92 8.17 2.36 Lung450 0.01 6.85 3.36 0.39 Lung450 0.87 0.00 1.02 0.75

Average 1.99 8.37 6.26 2.46 Average 0.78 1.64 3.07 0.78 Average 0.74 0.00 1.58 0.66
Max 5.40 25.92 18.00 5.74 Max 2.57 6.85 8.20 2.58 Max 3.17 0.00 4.77 3.06

Fig. 5. Absolute errors of electron density (A), atomic number (B), mean excitation energy (C) and stopping power (D) from SECT, DECT and our proposed pTECT methods for twelve
materials. The units of y-axis for each panel are eV (C), MeV/cm (D), and no unit for (A) and (B).

Table 4
Root mean square error times 100 of estimated stopping powers using SECT, DECT
and out proposed pTECT methods.

SECT DECT pTECT (proposed)

RMSEx100 of SP 1.1 0.1 0.03

Y. Kim, J.S. Kim and S. Cho Nuclear Engineering and Technology 55 (2023) 1342e1349
inevitable uncertainties related to the selected tube voltage variation.
1347
The error in SECT imagewould directly affect the SP estimationwhen
using the conventional one-to-one look-up table method relating CT
number with SP. Since the interactions of charged particles with
matters are physically totally different from those of photons, such a
one-to-one correspondence would not constitute a reliable SP esti-
mation even if the CT number errors are corrected. In other words,
there exist tissues that have the same or similar CT numbers but
substantially different particle stopping powers.
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DECT exploits nonlinear responses of the tissue to the x-ray
beam spectra helping to reduce SP estimation uncertainties. From
DECT, one can derive electron density and effective atomic number
information of the tissue based on which SP map can be con-
structed for a given beam of charged particle. The proposed pTECT
adds more information to DECT allowing even more accurate SP
estimation. It should be noted that the proposed method uses
relative ratio of the CT numbers instead of directly using the CT
numbers only, which makes the method more robust against CT
number variations. Residuals, absolute errors and RMSEs were
evaluated and the proposedmethod outperformed the other two in
every evaluation metrics. In this work, we used a linear algebraic
approach to solving for EAN and ED by use of a set of empirical
calibration data. There may exist other methods, possibly superior
to the linear algebraic approach, for acquiring those from the
measurements, but we believe that it is beyond the scope of this
work.

In the first glance, our proposed method could be mis-
interpreted to imbed inverse crime, yet we clarify that the linear
algebraic parameters are fitted using ground truth values of the
human mimic phantom with known chemical compositions.

M. Witt et al., and F.K. Logarino et al. have investigated the effect
of change in stopping power to the range shift [27,28]. According to
study by M. Witt, 0.5% change in the stopping-power-ratio results
in a deviation of particle ranges of 1 mm in 20 cm depth [27]. In the
study of F.K. Logarino, the relative (absolute) proton range shifts of
0.6% (0.4 mm) in themean and up to 4.4% (2.1mm) at the distal fall-
off in the plans of heterogeneous anatomies [28]. Further investi-
gation of the benefits of the proposed method in the range verifi-
cation will be conducted as our future study.

On the other hand, one may argue that the improvement in SP
estimation accuracy of the pTECT is rather marginal compared to
that of DECT. However, we would like to emphasize that not only
the mean error but also its standard deviation has been substan-
tially reduced in the pTECT as shown in Fig. 5. More importantly, as
summarized in Table 3, the estimation error by the proposed
method is particularly lower in high EAN materials such as cortical
bone, CB2 resin 50% and 30% CaCO3. Depending on the target tumor
types and surrounding organ-at-risks (OARs), advantages of such a
reduction in errors may become manifest in clinical applications.
The clinical impacts of the proposedmethod should be investigated
through a dosimetric validation study in a given charged particle
therapy setting, and it remains as our future work.

We would like to note that the residuals in Table 3 are in ab-
solute % error. pTECT showed lower residuals compared to the DECT
and SECT in general with the average SP residuals of 2.46, 0.78, and
0.66 for SECT, DECT and pTECT respectively. However, in the cases
of the soft tissues such as brain, adipose, breast, lung and liver, the
result from pTECT showed slightly inferior performance compared
to that from the DECT. On the other hand, in the cases of high-
density materials such as CortB, CB2s, and B200, the use of pTECT
led to a substantial improvement in the accuracy.

CT number uncertainty usually increases as the density of the
object becomes high. Therefore, DECT typically shows a relatively
high residual errors particularly for the high-density materials.
However, since the pTECT uses the ratios of the CT numbers, the
overall uncertainty tends to be smaller resulting in higher accuracy
of SP in such high-density materials. Meanwhile, such an advantage
is not guaranteed for the low-density materials since the reduction
of residual errors due to the use of ratios of the triple energy CT
numbers is not quite straightforward.

We would like to point out, however, that the accuracy of
stopping-power estimation is also important in lower-density re-
gions because many researchers reported that the dosimetric un-
certainty in commercial treatment planning system (TPS),
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especially for particle therapy, is high in heterogeneous regions
including lung regions. This might be related to the respiratory
motion artifacts, the usage of contrast medium or not, and the
Poisson noise level of the reconstructed CT images. Therefore, in
our future study, we will address these issues for a more accurate
estimation of stopping power with the CT images, ultimately, for
the better quality of particle therapy.

Wewould also like to note that the proposed pTECTwould come
with an additional imaging radiation dose to the patient in its
current shape. Although its practical use for charged particle ther-
apy planning, therefore, would need a benefit-risk analysis, the
focus of this work is rather on demonstrating the utility of using
multiple-energy information which would hopefully be achieved
by SPCCT at a dose-neutral condition in the future.

5. Conclusion

This paper shows the feasibility of using multi-energy-resolving
CT for estimating the stopping power of charged particles. A sub-
stantial instability in CT values according to CT scanners is shown
using human tissue mimic phantom, which implies the hazard of
using raw CT numbers for stopping power estimation. Pseudo-
Triple Energy CT (pTECT), our proposed method, is acquired using
commercial DECT and suggests that rational and absolute differ-
ence of CT values for the same material in various CT tube voltage
settings could perform better for stopping power estimation.
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